
 

Job Description 
 
 
Internship Title: NERC Research Experience Placement - Employ.ed 
on Campus - Evaluation of snow cover simulations for the Scottish 
Highlands 
 
Department / School 

 
School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh  

Reports To Richard Essery (richard.essery@ed.ac.uk) 
School of GeoSciences, University of Edinburgh 

Job Purpose 
The aim of this project will be to evaluate the feasibility of applying a snow model that we 
have already applied in various alpine settings to the mountains of Scotland, making use of 
new meteorological datasets from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather 
Forecasts and new remote sensing products, optimised to distinguish between snow cover 
and clouds from the European Space Agency. 

Main responsibilities 
The main project activities will be: 
• preparing model input files from digital maps of topography, vegetation cover and 

meteorological variables 
• running the snow model 
• comparing model outputs with remote sensing images 
• interpreting results, with consideration for data gaps and uncertainties 
 

The intern will gain experience in physically-based environmental modelling and handling 
large meteorological and remote sensing datasets. 

If travel restrictions allow, there will be an opportunity to investigate the topographic settings 
favourable for late-lying snow patches on a field visit to the Cairngorms. 

Knowledge Skills and Experience 
Person specification  
Essential: 

• interest in environmental processes 
• experience of scientific programming and data analysis 

Desirable: 
• experience of Python programming 



• experience of working in Linux environments 
• experience of Fortran programming is not essential, but would open up additional 

project possibilities 

Dimensions 
This is a 6-week placement with preferred start after 1 July 2021 (19 July at the latest). 
 
Closing date: 19 May 2021 
Interview date: to be determined by the supervisor 
Start date: preferred after 1 July (19 July at the latest) 
Hours per week and preferred pattern/restrictions (if applicable): 35 hours per week 
(part-time option available) 
Length of internship: 6 weeks 

Additional Information 
Host and Project outline 
This project will be hosted within the Contemporary Climate and Cryosphere research 
groups of the School of GeoSciences and aligned with European Space Agency and RSPB 
collaborations. 
Seasonal snow cover in the mountains serves as a water resource, a recreational resource, 
a risk for avalanches and flooding, a habitat for cold-adapted species, and a sensitive 
indicator of temperature and precipitation changes. The science of forecasting snow cover 
conditions and predicting changes has been most developed in the Alps, where large skiing 
and hydropower industries rely on snow, large amounts of infrastructure are exposed to 
snow risks, and human activities are encroaching on snowy habitats. These issues are also 
important in the Scottish Highlands but have attracted far less attention. Ephemeral snow 
cover in Scotland’s maritime climate is challenging for modelling, and frequent cloud cover is 
challenging for remote sensing to evaluate or initialize models. The aim of this project will be 
to evaluate the feasibility of applying a snow model that we have already applied in various 
alpine settings to the mountains of Scotland, making use of new meteorological datasets 
from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts and new remote sensing 
products optimised to distinguish between snow cover and clouds from the European Space 
Agency. 
Training 
The model input and output files and the remote sensing products are all stored in the 
machine-readable netCDF format, which is widely used in climate science and can be 
processed using Python. 

The snow model is Fortran code running on a high-performance Linux server. 

Training and support will be provided for all of the computational techniques involved as 
required.  

Budget 
£450 Research Costs (included) to cover a field visit by the student, supervisor and PhD 
mentor. 

Location 
The placement will be hosted in the Crew Building, King’s Buildings, University of Edinburgh. 
Office access and desk space will depend on current regulations for building occupancy. 
If working from home, the intern will require a laptop and internet connection to access high-
performance computing resources. 



Covid-19 contingency plan 
All of the computational work can be conducted remotely. Regular online supervision 
meetings will be held. 

Programme Information 
Research Experience Placement is a summer placement scheme funded by NERC, aimed 
at undergraduate students to address demographic and diversity-related challenges in the 
environmental sciences as well as thematic skills gaps (e.g. quantitative skills). 

Please see the application instructions and selection process on the REP webpage: 
Research Experience Placements (REPs) | The University of Edinburgh 
 
Employ.ed on Campus is run by the Careers Service in collaboration with University 
departments and Schools.  It offers exclusive summer internships at the University over the 
summer for 2nd year to penultimate year undergraduate students studying in an UK Higher 
Education institution. 
 
As well as great work experience, the Careers Service provides supporting resources, this is 
combined with a framework to support the development of participants’ employability and 
self-reflection with an Edinburgh Award as part of the internship.  

Application Support 
For guidance on writing an effective application see our website: CV, Applications and 
Interview Advice 
You can also make an appointment with a Careers Consultant using MyCareerHub. 

Eligibility 
Students are subject to eligibility criteria to be able to apply for NERC REPs and must: 
• Be undertaking their first undergraduate degree studies (or integrated Masters) 
• Be applying for a placement in a different department to their undergraduate degree 
• Be eligible for subsequent NERC PhD funding, i.e. be either: 

o an UK citizen OR  
o an EU citizen with pre- or settled status under the EU Settlement Scheme OR 
o a non-EU citizen who have obtained the right to remain in the UK - known as 

‘indefinite leave to remain’ (ILR) O 
o an International/EU student already studying in the UK and currently under a Tier 

4 or Student Route Visa with validity until at least September 2021 

REPs do not meet the requirements for a visa request therefore non-UK students who 
are not currently living in the UK or who are without a suitable UK visa are not eligible 
to apply. 

Internships are ONLY open to 2nd year to penultimate year undergraduate students studying 
in an UK Higher Education institution and based in the UK. You cannot take part if you are a 
visiting student, or you have already taken part in the programme before.  

Privacy Statement 
In addition to the University’s HR data privacy statement, please read the Student and 
Graduate Privacy Statement: Internships and work experience programmes to understand 
how and why we will use the information you submit for the Employ.ed Programmes 

https://www.ed.ac.uk/e4-dtp/further-nerc-funded-opportunities/research-experience-placements-reps
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/students/undergraduates/discover-what-s-out-there/find-jobs-while-student/employ-ed-on-campus
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/students/undergraduates/build-experience/edinburgh-award
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/students/postgraduates/phd-students/make-it-happen
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/students/postgraduates/phd-students/make-it-happen
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/mycareerhub
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/about-us/privacy-statement-students-graduates
https://www.ed.ac.uk/careers/about-us/privacy-statement-students-graduates


Health & Safety Requirements for the role  
A risk assessment will be completed for the field visit. 
No other H&S requirements 

Key Job hazard information specific to the role  
None 
 
If you require this document in an alternative format please contact Internships and Work 
Experience Team by email at employ.ed@ed.ac.uk 
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